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Abstract
We present two applications of our previously proposed virtualevidence (VE) based speech recognizer training algorithm [1,
2]. The first relates to two-pass training where segmentations
obtained during the first pass are used as VE to train the subsequent pass. We use the TIMIT phone and SVitchboard continuous speech recognition tasks to demonstrate the benefits of
using VE based training in two-pass systems. The second application involves making use of functions that can incorporate
prior domain knowledge to generate VE-scores. Here, in the
case of TIMIT phone recognition, we show that using the proposed function to generate VE-scores results in about 6% relative error rate reduction over the baseline.
Index Terms: Dynamic Bayesian Networks, Speech Recognition, Virtual-Evidence.

1. Introduction
Most state-of-the-art speech recognizers are trained using
sequence-labeled (SL) data, i.e., a training set in which only
the sequence of words is revealed [3]. In [1, 2], we proposed
a new technique which involves annotating only a small region
for every word/phone (depending on whether the task is word
or phone recognition) in every utterance in the training set (in
most cases the region is a single unit of time). This approach,
henceforth referred to as partially-labeled (PL), is different from
the two classical ways of annotating speech data, namely, (a)
the above mentioned SL case and (b) the fully-labeled (FL) approach where the exact start and end times of every word/phone
is known. Note that training using FL data does not mean
“Viterbi Training” since under FL the within-word (or withinphone) segmentations are unknown.
Training with PL-data involves using the notion of virtualevidence (VE) in dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBN) [6]. The
VE framework is a convenient way of expressing uncertainty
associated with the evidence. Our work in [1] and [2] showed
the benefits of training using PL-data for phone recognition and
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) respectively. The advantages of training using PL-data can be
summarized as follows – (a) it is easier to annotate and less
error-prone compared to FL-data, (b) requires smaller amounts
of memory and compute in comparison to training using SLdata, and most importantly, (c) leads to much improved performance over both FL-and-SL cases. Clearly, given FL-data, one
can generate PL-data and subsequently SL-data. In both [1, 2],
PL-data was generated by taking FL-data and dropping labels
around transition points of words/phones (section 4). Given
an utterance, sequence annotation takes least amount of time,
while FL is the most expensive and PL lies between SL and FL
[2].
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In this paper we consider two extensions to training using
PL-data. The first relates to the idea of multi-pass training. In
many cases, speech recognizers are trained in multiple passes
with segmentations from an initial pass used to train the subsequent pass [4]. In particular, we consider the case of twopass training. We show how the VE framework may be used
to improve the benefits of two-pass training for the TIMIT and
SVitchboard (SVB) [11] tasks. The other idea is related to making use of a certain parameterized class of functions to generate
VE-scores which encode the uncertainty associated with the evidence. Previous work [1, 2] used relatively simple ways of
generating the VE-scores. In this paper, we consider a more
powerful approach that incorporates prior domain knowledge.
We show that using these functions to generate the VE-scores
can provide further improvements over the performance of PLsystems in [1, 2].

2. Partially-Labeled Data
We briefly describe our approach to partially-labeling speech
training data for word recognition. Note that the same arguments hold in the case of data annotation for phone recognition.
Consider the utterance in figure 1 where t1 , t4 , t7 , t10 are the
start times of words “what”, “was”, “the” and “other”, while
the end times are t4 , t7 , t10 and t13 respectively 1 . In the FL
case, we have access to the start and end times of each of the
words (in addition to the word identities). In practice, it is difficult (in most cases impossible) to label the exact start and end
times of the words due to a number of inherent properties of human speech such as co-articulation [2]. In PL-data, only a small
region of every word is annotated. For example, in the case
of the word “was” in figure 1, the interval [t5 , t6 ] is annotated
while [t8 , t9 ] is annotated as belonging to the word “the” and
the interval [t6 , t8 ] is left unlabeled. Given the above PL-data,
it is clear that in the interval [t6 , t8 ], the speaker uttered either
“was” or “the”. In other words, for every frame (see section 4)
in the interval [t6 , t8 ], we have a distribution 2 with some non
zero mass on words “the” and “was”, while all other words get
zero mass. In the labeled regions, all the probability mass lies
on the labeled word (i.e. a delta distribution). Clearly FL-data
is a special case of PL-data. The most interesting case of PLdata occurs when only a single instant is annotated for every
word in the utterance. Note that PL-data does not suffer from
the same drawbacks as FL-data as we are not insisting that the
entire word be labeled. For more information see [1, 2].
We would like to point out that our PL approach is different from the setting where one trains a recognizer using a set
of utterances that are completely labeled (usually in SL format)
1 In this paper, time t is discrete. However, for brevity of the exposition here we assume it to be continuous.
2 Does not have to be a probability measure, any unsigned measure
will do.
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Figure 1: Partially-Labeled (PL) Data
augmented by another set of utterances that are completely unlabeled [5]. While the general VE-based training framework
may be extended to such situations, it is not the focus of our
work here. Next we describe how PL-data may be used as VE
to train a recognizer.
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3. Generating VE-scores
Consider a general PL-data scenario in which an unlabeled region starts at time ts and ends at te . Let Wt = w1 , for t = ts −1
and Wt = w2 for t = te + 1. With this setting, we define for
3 δ(x

= y) is 1 when x equals y and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 2: First figure shows f (m) for various values of α with
β = 0.5. Second figure shows f (m) for different values of β
and α. η = 1 for both figures.
every t ∈ [ts , te ] (note that t is discrete)
„
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2.1. Virtual-Evidence
Consider a DBN over n random variables (rv) X =
{X1 , . . . , Xn }. Given evidence X1 = x̄1 , the joint distribution reduces to p(x̄1 , . . . , xn ) (no longer a function of x1 ). The
same behavior can be simulated by introducing a rv V ∈
/ X and
setting p(V = 1|X1 ) = δ(X1 = x̄1 ) 3 . It can be shown that
p(V = 1, x1 , . . . , xn ) = p(x̄1 , . . . , xn ). This is commonly referred to as specific evidence and is the most common way of
injecting evidence into a model. The notion of VE arises when
evidence suggests multiple possible assignments to a particular rv. In the above example the evidence might suggest, by
means of scores, that two values of X1 are possible. Here the
scores are some measure of the likelihood of each value. We
would like to integrate such evidence into the rest of the model
to make inferences. One way of achieving this is by setting
p(V = 1|X1 ) ∝ f (x1 ). Here f (.) is the function that generates the scores. In relation to the example in figure 1, if Wt is
the rv representing the spoken word at time t, for t ∈ [t6 , t8 ],
we set p(Vt = 1|Wt = “was”) ∝ h(t), p(Vt = 1|Wt =
“the”) ∝ l(t), h(t), l(t) ≥ 0. Here h(t) and l(t) represent our
confidence in whether Wt = “was” or Wt = “the”. We only
need to define the above conditionals up to a constant of proportionality as only the ratio of VE-scores affects the posteriors [6].
Note that p(V = 1|Wt = w1 ) > p(V = 1|Wt = w2 ) does not
imply p(Wt = w1 |evidence) > p(Wt = w2 |evidence) (where
p(Wt |evidence) is the posterior).
There are a number of ways of setting h(t) and l(t). The
simplest approach is h(t) = l(t) = γ > 0, where γ is some
constant (the exact value of γ does not matter since only ratios
count). We refer to this as UNIF-PL-data. This encodes the
fact that in the unlabeled regions we are uniformly weighing the
words on either side. UNIF-PL-data has been shown to work for
both TIMIT phone recognition [1] and LVCSR [2]. Yet another
setting could take into account the fact that for times closer to t6 ,
one is more confident that Wt = “was”, while for times closer
to t8 , we have a higher weight on Wt = “the” [1]. One of
the goals of this paper is to explore other methods of generating
VE-scores. In particular, we propose a family of parametric
functions that can be used to generate a variety of VE-scores.
For more information on VE see [6, 7].
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where f (m) is defined in the interval [−1, 1] as
f (m) = η

g(m)α − 1
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g(m)α + 1
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Here f (m) is continuous over [−1, 1] and we are sampling a
scaled and shifted version of f (m) to obtain the VE-scores in
equation 1. Its parameters are, (a) α > 0 controls the shape of
the curve, (b) 0 < β < 1 controls the zero-crossing-point of
f (m) which is given by 2β − 1, and, (c) η > 0 is the strength
parameter. The first plot in figure 2 shows f (m) for various
values of α. Setting α = 1, β = 0.5 results in a line, while
α < 1 leads to smoothly varying versions of f (m) (closer to
UNIF-PL-data), and values of α > 1 result in sharper transitions (closer to FL-data). When f (m) = 0, the VE-scores for
w1 and w2 are equal and so the zero-crossing-point determines
when the weight shifts from w1 to w2 . The second plot in figure
2 shows f (m) for various values of β. Setting β = 0.5 ensures
that f (0) = 0. This is useful in cases where w1 and w2 are
of similar lengths and the labeled regions lie on or around the
center of the words. Figure 2 also shows that setting β < 0.5
results in an early transition while values of β > 0.5 delay the
transition. This is useful in cases where words (or phones) of
dissimilar lengths occur next to each other (e.g. a consonant
followed by a vowel or vice-versa). Note that f (m) allows us
to vary the degree of uncertainty in various ways, setting α < 1
allows us to be uncertain throughout the unlabeled region, while
α > 1 makes the scores more certain. Also, setting η = 0 leads
to UNIF-PL-data. Thus the UNIF-PL VE-score generation process is a special case of the above proposed function.

4. Baseline Description
The TIMIT baseline phone recognition system was trained making use of all phone-level segmentations, i.e., FL-data [8]. In order to extract the acoustic observations (frames), the speech signal was pre-emphasized (coefficient = 0.97) and then windowed
using a Hamming window of size 20ms at 100Hz. We then extracted MFCC’s from these windowed features. Each phone
is modeled using a 3 states context-independent (CI) hidden
Markov model (HMM) with up to 64 Gaussians per state. We
follow the standard practice of building models for 48 phones
and then mapping them down to 39 phones for scoring purposes
[8]. Figure 1 in [1] shows the training graph. We test on the
NIST Core test set [9]. In addition we used a 50 speaker development set different from the training and test sets for parameter tuning. All phone recognition results reported in this
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paper were obtained by computing the string edit (Levenshtein)
distance between the hypothesis and the reference.
SVB is a subset of Switchboard I [10] chosen to give a
small, closed vocabulary [11]. This allows one to experiment
on spontaneous continuous speech, but with less computational
complexity and experiment turn-around time than true large vocabulary recognition. We use the SVB 500 word task in this
paper. The baseline systems are HMMs implemented using
DBNs [12] using left-to-right state clustered within-word triphones with three states and 32 Gaussians per state. Figure 1 in
[13] shows the training graph. The observations are 13 dimensional PLPs normalized on a per conversation side basis along
with their deltas and double-deltas. The A, B, and C folds were
used for training, the D short fold was the development set, and
E was used as the evaluation set (see [11] for a definition of
these folds). As in [13], the baseline here is trained using FLdata (word segmentations are known and fixed) [14].
For both tasks, we used a bigram language model (LM) for
decoding (phone bigram in case of TIMIT). While using a trigram can lead to improved performance in SVB, we decided to
use a bigram to make our results comparable to previously published work on SVB. In TIMIT, while context-dependent (CD)
models have been shown to perform better, we use CI models
for a rapid experiment turn-around time. Further, application to
SVB clearly demonstrates the viability of our algorithm to CD
systems. All systems in this paper were trained until 2% convergence using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm.
For each task, the number of Gaussians per state, LM scale and
word-insertion-penalty (WIP) were optimized over the dev set.
All models in this paper were implemented using the Graphical
Models Toolkit (GMTK) [15].
Next we describe how we generated PL-data. As mentioned
in section 1, one way to generate PL-data is to drop labels of
frames in FL-data [1, 2]. As word/phone transition points are
regions of high uncertainty (due to co-articulation and other
phone-boundary ambiguities), we start by dropping labels of
frames around transitions. Note that we are not dropping frames
but only the labels attached to frames. For example, in figure 1,
consider the case when the length of all the unlabeled regions
is zero, and then starting at transition points, they spread into
words on either side causing an increasing number of frames to
be unlabeled. If the total number of frames in the training set is
NT , and we drop labels for N frames, the percentage of unused
segmentation data is defined as U = NNT ×100. As U increases,
we are using smaller amounts of segmentation data. Also, N
denotes the number of unlabeled frames per word/phone. In
cases where the length of word/phone was L < N frames, we
only dropped labels for L − 1 frames.
We refer to the baseline system trained using FL-data as
FL-Baseline. We also trained systems using the exact same
procedure as FL-Baseline, but replacing FL-data by the sequence labels (SL-Baseline). Given PL-data generated as described above, we built a UNIF-PL-Baseline system making use
of uniform VE-scores, i.e. UNIF-PL-data. The number of labels dropped per word/phone was optimized separately for each
task on the dev set. We found that N = 8 frames/phone and
N = 36 frames/word gave the best results on TIMIT and SVB
respectively. The results of these systems are shown in table
1. Systems trained on FL-data outperform those trained on SLdata. Also PL-data systems yield the best performance [1, 2].
Note that while FL-Baseline is the system that compares with
previous work in TIMIT [8] and SVB [13], we suffix systems
trained on SL-and-PL-data also by “Baseline” to highlight the
fact that they use a modified version of the annotations used by

System
FL-Baseline
SL-Baseline
UNIF-PL-Baseline

TIMIT
Dev Eval
30.6 33.3
42.3 40.3
29.1 32.5

SVB
Dev Eval
48.7 52.1
51.4 53.5
47.0 51.2

Table 1: Baseline Results. Results for TIMIT are in phone error
rate (PER), SVB results are in word error rate (WER).
FA Using
FL-Baseline
SL-Baseline

Training Set
FA-FL
FA-UNIF-PL
FA-FL
FA-UNIF-PL

TIMIT
Dev Eval
28.0 31.9
27.8 31.6
32.2 35.7
28.6 32.3

SVB
Dev Eval
46.8 50.9
46.5 50.9
49.2 51.9
47.2 51.2

Table 2: Two-pass training results. The first column shows
which system was used to generate the segmentations. Results
for TIMIT are in PER, SVB results are in WER.
the FL-Baseline. Further, in the following, we compare against
the results of all these systems.

5. Results
5.1. Two-pass Training
Sequence transcriptions were force-aligned with the audio using the appropriate FL-and-SL-Baseline systems resulting in
two sets of forced-alignments (FA) each for TIMIT and SVB.
We used these FAs to generate phone-segmentations and wordsegmentations for TIMIT and SVB respectively (within-phone
and within-word segmentations were dropped). The performance of the systems trained using the above segmentations are
shown in table 2 against rows marked FA-FL. These segmentations constitute FL-data and we generated PL-data using the
procedure described in section 4 with N = 8 frames/phone and
N = 36 frames/word for TIMIT and SVB respectively (same
as UNIF-PL-Baseline). We trained systems using the above PLdata with uniform VE-scores and the resulting error rates are
in table 2 denoted by FA-UNIF-PL. The results show the benefits of two-pass training. It can be be seen that PL-systems
are able to improve on the performance of the corresponding
second-pass FL-system. We believe this is because the small
labeled regions for every word/phone used in the case of PLsystems are more likely to be accurate in comparison to the
full-segmentations used by FL-systems. Table 2 also suggests
that one can start with sequence labels, and use our proposed
PL approach to out-perform a single-pass system trained using
FL-data. While two-pass systems are computationally more expensive than single-pass systems, this is more than offset as the
annotator time spent in sequence-labeling is very small in comparison to full-annotation [2].
5.2. Generalized Function
Table 3 shows the results of using the proposed function to generate VE-scores (denoted by G-PL) for TIMIT phone recognition. In each case, we varied the number of unlabeled
frames per phone. The row 1∗ is the result of using PL-data
where every phone had one labeled frame which corresponds
to U = 84.7% 4 . The column UNIF-PL shows results of systems trained on UNIF-PL-data (similar to [1]). In G-PL, for all
values of N except 1∗ , we ran a grid search over the following sets: α ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 2, 8}, η ∈ {1000, 100000} and
4 Average

phone length in TIMIT is about 7 frames.

N

U

4
8
12
16
1∗

42.6
65.3
74.8
78.2
84.7

UNIF-PL
Dev Eval
29.1 32.6
29.1 32.5
30.1 32.9
31.1 33.8
32.0 34.2

(α, β, η)
(2,0.25,10000)
(8,0.25,1000)
(1,0.25, 1000)
(1,0.5,100000)
(4.1,0.38,28623.5)

G-PL
Dev Eval
27.9 31.9
28.0 31.4
27.6 31.6
27.9 31.9
28.3 32.0

Table 3: TIMIT Phone Recognition Results (in PER). N is the
number of labels dropped for each phone, U is the percentage
of un-used segmentation data (section 5.2). 1∗ corresponds to
the case where there was only one labeled frame per phone.

β ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75} optimizing the parameters over the dev
set. In the case of 1∗ , as we require 0 < β < 1, we used the
complex method [16] (variation of downhill-simplex for constrained problems) to obtain the optimal parameters. Note that
while the complex method may be used to find the optimal parameters for all N , it is used for only N = 1∗ as we found
that it did not yield significant improvements over grid search
which gave 28.6% and 32.2% on the dev and eval sets respectively for N = 1∗ . The results show that the proposed G-PL
approach provides significant improvements over UNIF-PL. In
particular, in the case of N = 1∗ , using G-PL to generate VEscores results in an absolute improvement of 2.2% over UNIFPL (significant at the 0.02 level according to difference of proportions significance test). Note that even though 1∗ uses only
15.3% of the labels used by FL-Baseline, it is 1.3% better than
FL-Baseline. Even in cases where one has access to FL-data,
training using PL-data (by dropping labels around transitions)
can lead to improved results. We note that this is similar to a
phenomenon that sometimes arises in the active learning setting
where using fewer labels actually improves performance [17].
For example, when N = 8, the G-PL case is about 2% better
than FL-Baseline (significant at the 0.05 level).

first/second class
vowel
consonant

consonant
(4.1, 0.58, 4506.1)
(6.2, 0.5, 8292.1)

Table 4: Combinations of (α, β, η) for different types of transitions. This gave PER of 28.1% and 31.8% for TIMIT dev and
eval sets respectively in the N = 1∗ case.

6. Discussion
We have presented two applications of our VE-based training
approach. In the case of multi-pass training we have shown how
one can use SL-data to obtain similar performance as systems
trained on FL-data. It is interesting to note that segmentations
generated using a first-pass system result in such significant improvements. We conjecture that as the EM algorithm is prone to
local-optima, the segmentations are helping avoid local-optima.
We also proposed a class of parameterized functions that can
incorporate prior domain knowledge in to the VE-score generation process. While in this paper, we used grid-search based
methods to obtain the optimal parameters, it is possible to learn
them jointly with the other parameters in the DBN – an avenue
we will explore in our future work.
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